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reading

About a third of the audience - over a
hundred people
at the Karrilika Theatre in
Ringwood, Victoria raised their hands for a
private reading
with
Steve
Terbot
the
"psychic" from San Francisco.
It was the climax of Terbot's brief career
as a psychico
In the past week he had appeared twice on
national television, on a top rating radio
show, at universities, at public venues and had
been widely accepted by hundreds of thousands
of Australians as a "psychic".
He had endured a savage and libellous
attack by Phillip Adams and done things no·t
normally done by visiting "psychics". He had
allowed
skeptics to be present, vigorously
attacking him, while he performed on radio and
television, and had finished all his public
appearance with vigorous question and answer
sessions.
Now in front of him were at least a
hundred people who were willing to pay for
private readings. At a minimum of $25 each
reading, he could collect at least $2500 in a
few days.
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Except, "Terbot" was really Robert
Steiner, Chair of the (San Francisco)
Bay Area Skeptics, Consultant to the
Scientific
the
for
Committee
Claims of the
Investigation of the
the
of
Paranormal (CSICOP), member
Health
against
Council
California
Fraud, writer and author. He had been
brought to Australia by us for "Project
Hook".

to
bringing Bob
idea of
The
Australia had its origins in April 1983
National
our
Plummer,
Mark
when
San
in
Bob
visited
Chairperson
Francisco. Bob showed Mark videos of°
himself on television and related how
he staged one night shows in which he
the
for
"psychic"
a
as
posed
performance before revealing himself as
a magician at the end of the show.
Dick
October our co-patron
In
Smith went to the CSICOP conference in
America, saw Bob in action and was
suitably impressed. Upon returning Dick
to pay
agreed to Mark's suggestion
Bob's airfare to Australia but warned
Mark that the whole venture could only
be successful with the utmost secrecy.
our national
asked
then
Mark
committee to approve a secret project
person
a three
establish
to
and
James
himself,
of
sub-committee.
secretary and
Gerrand, our national
magic
our
of
one
Wilton
Mike
consultants.
that the project
It was hoped
could be initially organised by just
the sub-committee and
four people
N.s.w. branch
the
Williams,
Barry
chairperson with others being brought
in only when essential for the project.
As the potential for leaks increased
with new people being involved, the
sub-committee decided not to tell other
skeptics unless they could be actively
used in the project.
the
recruited were told
Those
possible
last
the
barest minimum at
moment. Right up to the moment of the
in
people
about six
only
expose
To
name.
real
Australia knew Terbot's
detect possible leaks those told were
also given a couple of items of false
information-dis information.
The first task was to create a
"psychic" and the name "Terbot" was
selected. It is almost an anagram of
Robert and is also the name of a French
fish. It was thus a fishy project with
the main aim to show how believers
could be "hooked" by someone posing as

a psychic. Only one person deciphered
the code
Ross Dimsey, a Skeptics
committee member.
Bob's, Phil
A close friend of
Herter, provided an address and phone
number for Terbot in the US. Only three
other people in the US knew before the
date of the expose; CSICOP Fellow James
Randi, Bay Area Skeptics secretary Earl
Hautala who guarded Bob's house and
business and Mike McCarthy, the Editor
the Bay Area Skeptics
of "Basis"
newsletter.
We also needed a front man in
Australia. This person would have an
take
number to
phone
address and
media.
the
enquiries from believers and
He or she had to have no traceable
connection to the Skeptics nor should
be a scientist or an academic who would
be suspected as a possible Skeptic. Ray
an
runs
Ray
chosen.
was
Warren
called
business
tuning
automobile
"Raytune" and he always answers his
phone "Raytune". Thus Mr "Ray Tune"
'cousin' and
Terbot's
became Steve
handled many phone calls and enquiries.
To give Terbot pre-publicity among
the believers we decided to leaflet the
Albert Best meetings in Melbourne and
Sydney as a large number of believers
were
These
attending.
be
would
and Kathy
Jack Dunn
leafletted by
Goddard in Melbourne and Mel Dickson
and Don Laycock in Sydney. Alt:!-lough
these four were Skeptics they have not
had a high profile as skeptics and were
unlikely to be recognised as skeptics.
a
leaflet and
of the
Copies
personal letter from Terbot were sent
to major psychic groups and newspapers.
These helped in getting Terbot's name
and claims known prior to his arrival,
so that when he arrived he was not
completely unknown.
of pre-arrival
major item
The
publicity was to be co-patron Phillip
the "Australian"
in
column
Adams'
newspaper. Phillip also assisted in the
financing of the project, and contacted
Howden of
and Peter
Faiman
Peter
Melbourne's TV Channel, GTV-9 special
project's department, to arrange for
Terbot to appear on the "Tonight with
Bert Newton" Show.
At Easter Mark Plummer went to
Sydney to discuss all the arran~ements
with Barry Williams, and came home via
Canberra to brief Richard Carleton on
the project.
After returning to Melbourne, Mark
finalised arrangements for Terbot to
Melbourne
and
Monash
at
appear
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Universities.
At
Monash
Malcolm
McMillan, lecturer in the Psychology
Department
and Greg Savage
of the
student Monash Psychological Society,
organised a venue and publicity.
At Melbourne University final year
Arts student Kathy Goddard set up a
bogus "Psychic Research
Association"
and organised meeting facilities and
publicity.
It was planned to have dinners for
Bob after the expose so that Skeptics
could meet him but the problem arose on
how to give Skeptics sufficient notice
to organise a dinner without breaking
security?
The solution was to tell Skeptics
that
Dr
George
Henderson,
a
psychologist and member of CSICOP in
England would be speaking at Skeptics
dinners. The leaflet said that Skeptics
would "enjoy his clipped English accent
and turn of phrase".
On
May
5th
the
"Australian"
newspaper
ran
Phillip's
article
attacking
Terbot
in
strong
and
obviously libellous terms.
That
same
evening
the
first
security
problem
arose.
Mark
was
addressing a meeting of Melbourne Mensa
on the Skeptics. Just prior to the
start a Michael Gamble approached Mark
and stated that he was most interested
in the subject and had seen a Robert
Steiner performing in San Francisco a
year ago. He asked Mark if he had heard
of Robert
Steiner? Mark's
paranoia
surfaced and he wondered if Michael was
really from a believer group letting
him know they
knew
all about the
project?
The sub-committee discussed
Michael at length and decided there was
no alternative but to tell him of the
project and ask that he kept the secret
which
he
did.
How
many
other
Australians had seen Robert Steiner in
action or on TV in America?
Mark had made a security decision,
which in retrospect was probably wrong
- not to tell Derryn Hinch prior to
Bob's arrival. Mark had intended to
tell Derryn Hinch once the Terbot tour
was underway and then to ask Hinch to
do the expose and to consider putting
Bob on his radio show after the expose.
However
De rryn
Hinch
read
Phillip's column and joined in
the
attack on Terbot on his radio programme
on Monday May 7th. Thus Derryn Hinch
joined
the
conspiracy
unwittingly.
After his radio programme Derryn Hinch
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was quickly told the whole project and
agreed to attack Terbot on the Bert
Newton show the following Thursday.
On May 9 Bob arrived. His first
appearance as
Steve Terbot
was at
Monash University the next day under
the auspices of a student body, the
Monash
University
Psychological
Society. Advertising was restricted to
classes of Psychology
students some
twentyfour hours before the meeting and
to general student population two to
three
hours
beforehand.
Bob
was
described as a psychic researcher and
the
meeting
as
a
lecture/
demonstration.
About
50-60
people
attended and only
two people, Greg
Savage, the chairman of the meeting and
Malcolm McMillan, knew of the hoax.
Initially there was hostility as
well as skepticism. Bob's adroitness in
dealing with a rather rowdy group soon
had the audience on his side. Probably
the
most
impressive
of
his
"demonstrations" was the "telepathic"
transmission of a word "chosen" from a
dictionary as a result of a seemingly
random set of computations on a small
electronic calculator. But the whole of
the presentation was impressive and by
the end most of the audience seemed
prepared
to
grant
his
"psychic"
abilities.
That
night
Steve
Terbot
was
presented to the Australian public on
the "Tonight With Bert Newton" show.
Bob was keen to convey the concept
of testability to the audience and that
a great deal of "psychic phenomena" is
in fact magicians
tricks.
Thus he
decided to use card effects and allowed
Derryn Hinch to vigorously attack him
on the show.
(We hope the
next
jet-setting
international
psychic
to
come
to
Australia will also allow Derryn Hinch
to appear on the show with him or her
and attack him
or her equally
as
vigorously.)
Terbot's
appearance started the
debate as desired "Was he a psychic or
was he a magician?". No-one asked "Was
he a psychic or was he a
skeptic
pretending to be a psychic?".
Terbot's
first
major
public
appearance brought more phone calls to
"Ray Tune" especially from believers
who had received leaflets at the Best
meetings asking how they could obtain
"tickets"
for
the
Ringwood
performances.

Note. This issue has been delayed so as to include the Steiner reports.
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Believers are apparently used to
purchasing expensive tickets to listen
to
visiting
"psychics"
and
were
surprised when "Ray Tune" told them
that admittance was free but satisfied
when he hinted at a collection at the
end of the meeting. Of course there was
no collection.
Terbot's appearance also brought a
reaction from magicians, some of whom
contacted Derryn Hinch, and others who
contacted Mike Wilton wanting to expose
Terbot immediately.
Skeptics also started telephoning
committee
members wanting
to
help
design a test.
On Friday May 11th, the morning
after the first appearances on the Bert
Newton show, Terbot appeared on Derryn
Hinch's top rating radio show. There he
continued his
argument with
Derryn
Hinch,
performed some cold readings
with members of the radio audience and
argued with skeptics who telephoned the
station.
James Gerrand was one of those
skeptics, demanding Steve's address so
that he could "contact" him to draw up
the
protocol for the "test". James
officially
referred Steve
to
Mike
Wilton and a protocol was drawn up over
the weekend. A lot of work went into
the protocol in case believers wanted
to see it. It is available to any
person on request.
Dr Charles Osborne of the Chisholm
Institute rang Steve who invited him to
appear on the platform at the Ringwood
meeting but Dr Osborne declined stating
he
was
keeping a low profile
in
paranormal research these days. It is a
pity Osborne did not appear at Ringwood
he could have brought some of his
forty "psychic"
children on
stage.
These seem to have disappeared since
Randi's
visit
to
the
Chisholm
Institute.
From the Derryn Hinch show Steve
went to Melbourne University. for the
inaugural (and last) meeting of the
Melbourne University Psychic Research
Association where Bob mystified some
hundred students
with his "psychic"
powers, using cards, cold reading and
the cutting of the newspaper article.
This last act was considered the most
incredible: how could a chance cut of
the newspaper column be at the exact
text that was found to be written in a
sealed envelope on the wall?
After the meeting Steve sampled
Melbourne's public transport and was
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surprised to find members of the public
recognising him from his appearance on
the Bert Newton show.
That was reinforced the following
day when Steve
went to Melbourne's
wildlike fauna park
the Healesville
Sanctuary. In the three hours there he
was continually
stopped
by
people
wishing him luck
in the
test. He
encountered no hostile reactions and
was clearly accepted as a psychic by
the general public.
The next day, Sunday 13, was spent
with
the
sub-committee
discussing
tactics for the next week. One Sunday
paper had carried an article on Steve
and had not given any indication that
the writer knew it was a skeptics plot.
On Monday 14 it was back to the
Bert Newton Show and this time two
accomplices had been arranged to be in
the audience. Steve did some card and
cash effects but his most impressive
act was a "cold reading" of a member of
the audience. Her reactions were very
believable. Steve assured the compere
that they had not "met". This was quite
true.
Their
prior contact
was by
telephone!
Tuesday 15 was Steve's meeting at
the Karrilika Theatre at Ringwood. This
was an important meeting, for, in two
and one half hours Steve would be on
display to an audience composed largely
of believers and would be permitting a
full
question
and
answer
session
(unlike visiting psychics who either
have no session or arrange for all
questions
to
be written
out
and
"screened" by the meeting chairperson).
If the believers
suspected anything
involving the skeptics they would have
plenty of opportunity to voice their
views.
By now believers were climbing on
the Terbot bandwaggon and Steve asked
two of them to be supporting speakers
at the meeting.
These two,
Marina
Collins,
astrologer,
and
John
Fitzsimmons, spiritual teacher,
were
certainly hooked by Project Hook. Their
appearance
lent credibility to
the
meeting
and
helped
create
the
atmosphere
of a
typical
believers
meeting.
Steve covered a wide
range of
psychic
areas:
cold
readings,
predictions,
ESP,
muscle
testing,
telepathy. He had one accomplice in the
and his
audience
Joan Warren
reading of her was remarkably accurate
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and achieved a level easily equal to
that of other clairvoyants who have
performed in Australia.
His
most
dramatic
reading,
however, was not of an accomplice, but'
of a stranger. Steve was able to apply
rule 2 of cold reading to her very
effectively. Her reactions were those
of one clearly convinced of Steve's
powers and during question time she
vehemently denied being paid and became
a strong supporter of Steve.
The question
time was vigorous
with skeptics not in the hoax attacking
Steve, Steve defending himself well and
believers coming in with comments that
clearly showed they believed Steve was
psychic.
But it was the clear response to
the question as to how many wanted
private
readings
that
showed
the
meeting was a successo
The audience was also delighted
when Steve Terbot announced that there
would be no collection at the meeting.
The audience burst into applause when
he
explained
that
he
would
be
collecting
$120,000
fcom
the Bert
Newton Show
clairvoyancy
test
and
therefore did not need to take up a
collection to cover costs.
The
next
day
tactics
were
re-assessed. The original plan was for
Steve to go to Sydney ~n Thursday 17th,
then to Canberra for the weekend, have
a meeting as Steve at the Lane Cove
Town Hall on Monday 21st, then return
to Melbourne for the expose on Tuesday
22nd.
We had had some positive feedback
from Sydney. Gary Wiseman, "Australia's
foremost psychic", had offered to meet
Steve at the airport and interview him
for his column in a Sydney paper, and
to appear with him at Lane Cove.
We had not been so successful in
Canberra. Barbara Hicks of the Cronius
Centre at Canberra had telephoned with
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wishes of support but apologised that
she could not organise a meeting at
such short notice. It was decided to
cancel the visit to Canberra as Steve.
Against
the possibility
of
a
successful meeting in Sydney "hooking"
a couple of hundred believers was the
problem of
maintaining security for
another week. It s.eemed far too many
people knew already and an expose by
others would leave us with egg on our
faces. Steve Terbot had been created
and accepted, we had made our point and
after
consultations
with
the
sub-committee, Channel
9 and Derryn
Hinch, the expose was moved forward to
Thursday 17th.
That night Mark Plummer appeared
with Steve Terbot, Derryn Hinch, Bert
Newton and Kevin Arnett.
After some introductory questions
from Bert
Newton,
Terbot
revealed
himself to be Robert Steiner. The hoax
was revealed.

(Next issue will contain an analysis of
the reactions to the hoax.)

Clash
RESERVE tomorrow night for an interesting clash on the Bert Newton Show.
American fast-talker Steve Turbot,
who claims to have psychic powers ,
among other things. will appear to do
his thing - whatever that is.
He stands to win $100,000 from
Sydney adventurer Dick Smith and
$10,000 apiece from radio star Oerryn
Hinch and writer Philip Adams if he can
prove he has these powers.
Hinch and Turbot clashed on Newton 's show Thursday night when the
bearded one gave the yank a goodsized spray and accused him of being
a fake.
Turbot responded by daring Hinch
to put his money where his mouth was
and Hinch immediately offered the
$10,000.
Turbot had already performed what
Hinch described as a couple of card
tricks before Newton's audience.
No doubt he'll be keen to slip the
$120,000 into his kick and glide back
home.
I rather fancy that the dough is safe
though, don't you?

[eprinted with
permission from the
1
'

Sunday Observer".

From left: "Co-conspirators" Mark Plummer, Derryn Hinch, Bob Steiner and Bert Newton spring their surprise

reprinted r-lith permission from the "Sunday Press".
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THE STEINER TouR - Posr EXPOSURE

The morning after the expose, the
Melbourne "AGE" carried two items on
the hoax. One was a factual account
headed "Psychic a fake but hoax was
real." The other, by its TV critic,
queried whether it WAS the role of a
night-time chat show to warn of fakes
by setting up its own fakery.
Bob went back on the Derryn Hinch
3AW radio
show and the calls were
clearly polarised. The believers were
hostile, the skeptics supportive. One
caller asked Bob if he realised he was
being exploited by Bert
Newton and
Derryn Hinch.
While Bob was on 3AW Mark Plummer
went
on radio 3MP to explain
the
Skeptics' involvement in the hoax.
On Friday afternoon Bob flew to
Sydney and spent Saturday and Sunday
sightseeing. On
Monday morning
Bob
appeared on the Channel 9 TV
show
"Today" and that night Bob was the main
event at a public meeting at the Lane
Cove Town Hall. This drew an audience
of around 70, considerably down on the
Melbourne meeting. The reasons for this
drop are
two-fold; a constraint on
pre-publicity necessitated by having to
preserve Bob's "secret identity" until
the last moment, and by the earlier
than planned revelation of the "secret
identity"which presumably discouraged a
number of true believers.
During the weekend prior to the
meeting the NSW Branch was contacted on
several
occasions
by
a
Mr Simon
Turnbull, an executive member of the
Australian Psychics Association (APA).
Mr
Turnbull
made
a
number
of
disparaging remarks about the standing
offers
of Messrs Smith, Adams
and
Hinch, and made vague references to a
sum of $200,000 being raised by APA,
from an unnamed overseas businessman to
stand
as a counter challenge. When
pressed for details as to how a skeptic
could win the challenge, Mr Turnbull
again vaguely mentioned "proving that
psychic abilities do not exist." When
it was explained to Mr Turnbull that
such a condition provided the money
with a degree of security that would
make both the Bank of England and Fort
Knox envious, he dropped the line. He
the suggested our meeting would be much
better attended if Bob would debate him
on the issue of psychic abilities. Bob,
with the full concurrence of the NSW
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branch, demurred, on the grounds that
public debates tend only to confirm the
prejudices of the proponents of both
points of view, and that there would be
no benefit to the Australian Skeptics
in providing a free platform for those
very people whose claims the Skeptics
seek to investigate. Further, a debate
would have run counter to the advance
publicity for the evening.
The meeting began with a brief
talk from Bob on his reasons for being
in Australia and the general motivation
of
CSICOP. He
then
proceeded
to
demonstrate his magical skills which
confirmed
his
professionalism ,
and
confounded his audience. This included a
demonstration of ESP card reading in
which the whole audience took part. Out
of 25 cards, the
results clustered
around the figure of 5 as would be
expected by chance. There were extreme
results of 19, 17 and 16 we
obtained
which caused some fluttering in the
psychic dovecotes until it was pointed
out the "successful" experimenters were
accomplices. Even the most dedicated
believers should have been skeptical of
such results. The only unusual result
was that the NSW chairman obtained an
unplanned score of O. This will no
doubt be seen as proof positive of the
closed mind of a dedicated Skeptic.
After an interval, Bob conducted a
demonstration of "psychic surgery".
During
question
time
Bob
frequently clashed with Mr Turnbull. It
became apparent that
true believers
have
a strong
resistance to being
disabused
of
their
beliefs.
One
gentleman referred to a "mystic" who
had studied in China and who could, by
"internal
conceptualisati on" break a
chopstick with a piece of paper. Bob
demonstrated this trick, using a pencil
in the absence of a chopstick, but the
gentleman was not convinced. A Mr Kent
revealed that the "mystic" referred to
was in fact a member of his magic club,
and that,
far from claiming to be
psychic, would "be horrified to think
that
his
magic was being used to
support psychic claims".
While in Sydney Bob also appeared
on
John
Singleton's
radio
2XY
programme,
and
made
telephone
a
interview on radio 3UL at Warrugal, a
Victorian country station.
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Bob flew
back to Melbourne on
Wednesday May 23rd where he had more
time to relax. He attended a magicians'
meeting, gave media interviews to the
"Australasian Post", "TV Week" and the
Adelaide "News", visited a top medical
administrator to discuss health fraud
problems
and
returned
to
Monash
University.
Bob's second appearance at Monash
University was at a
special
Staff
Colloquium
in
the
Department
of
Psychology, titled "Hoaxing and belief
in the paranormal". Bob gave an account
of his Australian visit and expanded on
a number of points from his United
States
lecturing
experiences.
He
performed several tricks, one an ESP
trick using the Zenner cards. While the
distribution of most scores followed
the normal curve, three scores were way
above
chance
expectation.
The
explanation:
collusion.
Several
instances
of mis-directed
attention
were discussed and followed by a most
impressive
mis-direc~ed
disappearing
silk. The audience consisted of some
fifty staff members and graduate and
honours students
who discussed
the
problems of using hoaxing in this way
in a very
lively
manner. Both the
student paper, "Lot's Wife", and the
official
university
paper,
"Monash
Reporter", reportea on the hoax.
That evening Bob was our guest at
a dinner at the "Istana", an Indonesia.n
restaurant. The restaurant was packed
with 92 attending. A further 15 who had
applied to attend, had to be telephoned
to inform that the restaurant was fully
booked. A video of the dinner was made.
The next day, Saturday 27th, Bob
returned
to Sydney and attended
a
dinner of the NSW branch and then drove
to Canberra with Mel Dickson. There
Mike She~rer had assembled thirty local
skeptics to meet Bob for dinner at
University
House .
ABC
personality
Richard Carleton a nd wife Sharon were
among thos e who we re challenged and
bemused by Bob's apparent ability to
de f y
the laws of space,
time and
chanc e .
The next day Bob began on the ABC
breakfast show, explaining the hoax and
flummoxing the hostess with a number
trick on air. Then he went to Channel 7
to record an interview for the evening
news. That night the folks of Canberra
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saw a nail bend right before their
eyes. Bob and Mel were the Carletons'
guests for lunch where Bob converted
the restaurant waiter to belief in the
paranormal by vanishing paper napkins
before
his
very
eyes.
Lackin~
teleportation facilities, Bob and Mel
drove back to Sydney Mel and off to
Sydney airport that afternoon for Bob's
flight home to the USA.

- Mark Plummer, Barry Williams,
Mel Dickson

AUSTRALIA'S OLDEST SKEPTIC
Recently
the
"Southern
Cross"
newspaper
carried
the
story of a
ghostly
Lord
Hopetoun stalking the
Hopetoun Hospital in Elsternwick. The
local historical society claimed Lord
Hopetoun's
brother had occupied the
house, and called in clairvoyant Kerry
Kulken.
Australia's
oldest skeptic,
ninety-nine year
old
Mrs
Winifred
Bulling was quick to lash back.
Mrs Bulling founded the hospital
back in 1912 and named it Hopetoun
after deciding on a "Hope-something".
She said it had absolutely nothing to
do with Lord Hopetoun and there was no
unpleasantness
associated
with
the
building and none of her staff was
aware of any ghost. The stories are
"pure
imagination".
Congratulations
Mrs Bulling.

;;>'.'i \ ·

~- -·-••
,,
'
• Mrs Bulling with an early picture of the hospital

reprinted with permission from the
"Southern Cross"
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-Damn these psychic fork-benders!
~
AROUND 1850, Horace
Greely, whoever he was,
said: "Go west, young man,
and grow up with the country." Obedient to his clarion
call. a great wave of people
from AR1erica's eastern
States started trudging towards the Pacific. And having gone west they proceeded to go mad.

nutty, the batty, the cuckoo.
the whacky, the loco, the daft.
the dippy, the loony, the
loopy, the potty, the dotty, the
dizzy, the giddy, the queer
and the odd.
(Perhaps that is why the
term "go west" means something different in this laconic
and sceptical country. If
something's gone west in
Australia, it's on the hooter.
on the turn, on the nose.)
It's a pity San Francisco has
The great western metropol- become the nexus for nonsenises of Los Angeles and San se, the capital city of the
Francisco are undoubtedly rabid ratbag. It is, after all.
the hotbeds of American uncommonly beautiful. But
looniness. For around 60 the constant threat of seismic
years the civilisation that sits, upheaval, the sub-conscious
uneasily, on the San Andreas suppression of anxieties and
Fault, has produced enough nightmares, seems to have
insanity, instability, demen- caused the entire population
tia, idiocy, cretinism, feeble- irreversible brain damage.
mindedness, obsession, psyYou might have seen Jana .
choses, neuroses, hysteria, Wendt wandering around
delusions, paranoia, hallu- San Francisco on 60 Minutes,
cinations, hypomania, delir- working with an operation
ium, crankiness, craziness, called Delphi, doing little telefaddishness, drivelling and . pathetic exercises. While miss
general foolishness for the· Wendt and her producer did
entire Western world.
their best to remain sceptical,
San Francisco, in particular, the net effect of the program
is in the business of franchis- would have been to convince
ing all those fast faiths that many viewers of the validity
spread around the world like· of Delphi's psychic hard-sell. I
irradiated
hamburgers. would have liked the opportuFaiths with the lot. Faiths nity to analyse the program
with everything. Whether it's piece by piece but, suffice to
Ron L. Hubbard spawning say, the members of Delphi
scientology or that demented operated without rules or propied piper, Jim Jones, leading tocols drawn up in advance
his tragic troupe to mass sui- and had no independent
cide in his own tropical para- judges. The Delphi team, dedise, San Francisco is the termined to present themstarting point. It is the capital . selves in a favorable light, decity of the cracked, the bonk- signed the test, conducted the
ers, the scatty, the screwy, the experiment and acted as um-

pires. When you 're dealing
with tricksters, that's a very
dangerous procedure. And
the 60 Minutes team didn't
seem aware that the Delphi
crowd were responsible for
legitimising
Uri
Geller
through a series of "scientific
tests". Like Geller himself,
the tests have long since been
discredited and the boys at
Delphi have all the scientific
credibility of your friendly,
neigh borhood phrenologist.
Now Australia is about to be
invaded by the umpteenth
San Franciscan seer, yet another supernatural star, a Mr
Steve Terbot who is anxious
to meet Premier Joh BjeltePetersen whom he regards as
"the
most spiritual of
Australia's political leaders".
Mr Terbot claims to have
"just completed three years
of Intensive testing in the laboratory, under the supervision of Jean Curtaine, PhD".
Ms Curtaine enthusiastically
endorses Terbot's abilities in
the following hand-out: "I
have been working with Steve
in the laboratory over the
past three years. We wanted
to be sure before we told of
our startling discoveries. Now
I am prepared to shout it
from the roof tops: we have a
psychic who consistently scores above random expectation

on virtually anything: ESP
cards. metal bending, thought
reading - you name it:
"Using the ESP cards which
were used by J .B. Ryan at
Duke University, Steve has
been scoring significantly
above the random expectation on a consistent basis.
Many scientific researchers
have observed the experiments, and all agree'. that this
man can really do · it undtr
the tightest of test conditiorls.
What is even more exciting, I
have had confirmation of
both a theory and a hypothesis about psi. First the theory.
I have long held that psychic
ability can be learned. Steve
proved It. Although a brilliant
person, when he started he
was unable -to score higher
than the random expectation.
With study and perseverance.
he learned ESP and he can
now do it consistently.
"Now for the hypothesis.
Steve Terbot has confirmed
that sex Improves perfonnance on ESP tests. After two
and a half years of study,
Steve had levelled off at a relatively consistent score of
about 30 per cent on a 20 per
cent expectation ... in ·itself
a remarkable achievement.
Then Steve fell in love. While
I never got so clinical as to
pry into his personal sex life

... his score started to rise."
Psychic tumescence already!
After a period of sexual athleticism, Curtaine tests Terbot
who "scored an· average of
39.33 per cent on a 20 per cent
expectation ... a · result surpassing any properly controlled test score in history".
So now we have a combination of the psychic with the
sexual, with ectoplasm and
ejaculation.
Well, what I've learned
about ESP is that it's a load
of old rubbish which is why
I've a standing offer of $10,000
to anyone who can demonstrate any psychic ability
under reasonable test conditions. Fellow sceptic Dick
Smith goes even further. He's
willing to write out a personal
cheque for $100,000. I hereby
issue a challenge to Steve
Terbot to try to take the
money. I publicly brand him a
fraud and a charlatan and invite him to sue me for libel in
any Australian or American
court. I absolve The Australian from all responsibility in
making this challenge as I'm
sick to death of these carpetbagging crooks who come to
this country on their "gullibles travels", picking the
pockets of the credulous and
the vulnerable. And. all too
often, of the sick in search of
miracle cures. Being protected from sceptical journalists by Australia's antediluvian libel laws.
I understand that Terbot
will be appearing at the Ringwood Cultural Centre on May
15 and the Lane Cove Town
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Hall on May 21. According to
the hand-outs. Mr Terbot
doesn't "charge admission" .
However he makes a spiel for
donations at the end in the
best style of American tent
showmen. I've asked my colleagues in the Australian
Sceptics to take a close look
at Terbot's performances and
look forward to exposing, indecently if possible, the sexy
psychic on my return from
the Cannes Film Festival.
A few years ago I raged off a
Channel 10 program in which
I was confronted with another San Franciscan psychic. a bouffant hair-do'd
blonde bimbo who claimed to
have solved the Manson murders for the Los Angeles
Police Department. Having
already checked with the
LAPD I knew she was lying.
But when I confronted her
with the act she managed to
simulate some stifled sobs
and got the entire audience
hissing and booing at my
brutish behavior.
What's happening in this
country? If it's not the televangelists
hot-gospelling
their Bible-belt fundamentalism on our networks, it's an
increasing percentage of the
public allowing themselves to
be hoaxed, to be had.
On behalf of Amnesty International, I would like to thank
the hundreds of Australian
readers who responded to my
request for support in this
year's campaign against torture. You will be hearing
from Amnesty in the next few
weeks.
'1J
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-The hoax that had Australia really fooledON MAY 5, this column
mounted an unusually strident, a lmost hysterical attack on psychics in general,
and a Steve Terbot in parllcular.
T hough he'd yet to arrive in
Aust ralia I branded him "a

fraud and a charlatan " and in-

vited him to sue me for libel. It
was the beginning of an elaborate and somewhat instructive

hoax.

In 1980, the inimitable Dick
S mith . a you n g lawyer called
Mark Plummer, and I . a.rra.n~ed a LOur of Australian uni-
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versities by James Randi . a
rruddle -aged man who spends
c: uite a lot of time in strait.Jackets. dangling upside down
from helicopters over Niagara
Falls. He's also a.n adviser to
CS IC OP. the (take a deep
brea th) c .,mmittee for the Scir m Hic Investigation of Claims
ol t he Paranormal, which is a
body of prominent scientists
who subjecl spoonbenders,
faith -healers,
mm d-reader.
ast rologers and such like. to
o bJf'c tivc scrutiny.
Th e committ.E> ha.s found
that Randi. a professional
ma gician and escapologist. is
pe rhaps the ir most valued
me mber. For though scientists
are trained observers, they're
not. used to dealing with charexperiments.
in
la t a nism
Il.andi. with his practised eye ,
can bot h detect and repeat the
conJ unng tnclcs of a Uri
Gt> ll e r.
H.and1 b<>came Ge ller·s nemesis. destroying his prepostero us re pu tatio n wit h a devas1a t mg book . S ince its publicat 111 11 . t he Israeli metal -bender
Il a...; ber n c: t ran gely s ilent,
sul km g 10 the multi-mill ion
do llar mans ion provided by
t h l' wife ot a South Ame rican
prt>sidrn t. whn still in s ists Uri
1s Gnd

( Phillip Adams}
We thank Phillip
We brough t James to Australia to a n tagonise local psychics who were reaching
Dick.
proportions .
plagu e
Richard Carleton and I, offered a big ca.sh prize to anyone
wh o could demonstrate any
psychi c ability, of any sort,
unde r anything approaching
test conditions.
We joined with MUce Wiltesee in examining Australia's
top water diviners in a series
ot tests refereed by ministers
of religion . using protocols
that the diviners had enthusiastically embraced . Although
the e xperiments couldn 't have
made it easier for those wavers o! wi llow twigs and wire .
they failed utterly and miserably. Just as they failed to
detect which of five cardboard
boxes contained. a thumping
gre at gold ingot.
It. was the same with a variety of t.elepathists, spoon
benders a.nd such like. With
the amiable Randi keeping a
fatherly eye on them, they a.Jl
fail ed .
Ye t, when Randi would
dupltcate (and improve on)
Geller's conjuring on various
unive rsity campuses. there
were always people in the audience who oied out: "'You are a
psychic." According to them. he
was a genuine psychic who was
pretending to be a magician.
The cllmax of the tour came
whe n Don Lane. a devotee of
"coldreade r" Doris Stokes. became e xtremely agitated in an
intervie w , and threw James
Randi from the set. with a
lo ud cry of ··p . . off!"
Af ter the Randi tour. Mark ,
Dick a nd I fanned the Aust-

ra.Jian Sceptics, being the
Antipodean branch of CSICOP.
Concerned by the escalatin g
interest in paranormal par-anonsense, we decided to arrange a second tour. But this
time we'd import a pseudo ps ychic or our own. so a.s to dramatise the insatiable silliness
of a public which will acce pt
anything without analys is.
without evidence.
In fact. the sill ier the psychic
claim, the more arde nt the
response. Hence my tablethumping lira.de abou t S te\'e
Terbot, a man with 2. rath e r
fishy name .
My attack was intended to
legitimise T e rbot in the eyes
or true believers . It in volved
letting~ AUJtralian ·s edit.or.
Les Hollings, into a secret
shared at the time by four of
us. The article lampooned
Terbot 's a.Jleged ablllties and.
at the same t ime, advertised
his forthcoming appearances
at various hall s.
On Monday morning, before
we'd had a chance to warn our
fellow-scepti c. Derryn Hinc h,
he was using my column as
the basis for his radio programme, he aping more scorn
on poor Mr Terbot t.nd thus
addJng to his unde rdog status
in the ears at the true believers. It was only when Derryn
ea.me off -a ir t h at he was let
into the secre t .
Meanwh Ue. we ·d bee n d is tributing a d ossie r on Terbot
around psych ic ci rcles in
whtch he made th e claim that
ESP was leamable . (Th is idea
is fashionabl e among psych ic
groups who fpund it an excel -

Adams

for his

permission to reprint
these two

articles

from "The Australian" .

lent method of gaining new
recruits and maximising income.) As well. Terbot was
endorsed by an academic the fictitious Jean Curtaine.
PhD.

You see, it's a.Isa fashionable
for psychics to claim at least
one academic as having endorsed them in thelr powers
after rigorous scientific testing. Needless to say. none of
Australia 's believers asked for
details of Curtalne's academic
background or the whereabouts of her laboratory.
The third leg of the claim involved psychic ~:it. with Terbot claiming a link between
intercours,p and ectoplasm. At
least one Austra!ian psychic
tells women that kX v,.·ith him
is necessary for psychic deve lopment and we felt ps ychic
sex would ensure wide mf"dia
coverage

Me a n while. friends in America had provided an address
and ph one number fo r Terbot.
JUSt ln case anybody rang to
check.
I'd cont.acted Peter Fa1man
at GTV, suggesting the Bert
Newton 's Ton i ght Show would
be an ideal vehicle for our
little charade. Bert. of course.
would have to be told, but the
need for total secrecy was

stressed.
MeanwhUe, we 'd organ ised
mtttings at Monash and Melbourne universities and the
pho ne was running hot with
believers. If the Awful Adams
and the Ho rribe Hinch had attacked Mr Terbot, then he
mu st be the real thing
Ste ve Ter bot arrived at Tul larnarine on Wednesday. May
9. Customs officials were
somewhat surprised by the
conte nts o! his luggage. which

included 50 packs of playing
ca.rds and boxes of n aJls . He
was then whisked off to a
secret rendezvous with the
subcommittee , Derryn Hinch
and Peter Faiman , for a full
briefing and d isc ussion .
The next day Terbot had a
mixed reception at Monash
with much healthy sce pticism
expressed by the audience .
However. after performing a
rev.· "telepathic" tricks. the
stude nts were prepared Lo
concede h is psychic gif ts.
As was the audience of Bert's
show a few ho urs later. After a
fe w more card tricks and a
vociferous face-to-face attack
by Derryn Hinch , Aus tralia
had decided to believe in
S tevr .
Bert announced a cash chal lenge from Dick Smith ($100.(D))
with Hinch and me Ide.king in
another S3)J))). St.eve, the turb ocharged p.,;ych ic had on ly to
bend a li ttle m etal and he
cou ld re turn to San Francisco
wi t h a s uitcase full of playing
cards , nails . . and cash .
Meanv.•hU e, prominent local
believe rs like Dr Charles Osborne, the Melbourne academic who clatms to have over
40 infant Uri Gellers in his St.able - k.lds who can bend iron
bars with their brainwaves rang Terbot L-0 warn htm
about the Au stralian Sceptics :
devious people who would stop
at no thin g. St.eve was very
gratefu l for the advice.
Now, the media attention on
Terbot wa.s h ottin g up and the
audiences at his meetings
were growing in size and e n thu sias m Thu s around a th ird
of the audie nce a t a t heatre in
RinttWood ra ised the ir hands
for a •' pn vate read ing " wi t h
T e rbot a t $25 a h ead . He cou ld
have collected $2500 in j ust a
ff> w da ys
W lth l11 s sk ill an d expe n encr
at ··e1osrd readin gs " he'd h a n •

sal.isfied most of them. e specially once his accomplices had
checked pho ne books. elect.oral
rolls and other sources. for in formation which could be fed
back to his subjects. Or
victims .
Steve tells the story of a
woman who apologised for
being unable to attend his
next meeting. "You see. I'm
going to Sydney."
Steve
said
know, "
"I
solemnly "You know?" said
t he woman in aston is hme nt.
"Yes," said Steve.
'Tm going to see m y son,"
sa id the woman breathlessly.
"' I k now." said Ste ve, nodding.
She was utterly aston ished
a.r. d deeply impressed. You can
im agine the way sh e'd desc ri be that e n,;0unter in the
days and week.•, ahead .

story about the gullibility of
this one-leggec s tar.
They were riding through
London in an open carriage
t.nd he 'd been telling her
about his latest. expose of psy chic frauru: , and of his ar«u ments with the curiously naive
S ir Arthur -~ nan Doyle.
"Yes Han y," she said quietly.
"but plea.st , give me back my
leg.' ')

As I was O\'erseas I missed
the moment of revelation on
the Bert Newton Show when
S teve Terbot turned out to be
Bob Steine r . a sceptic from
San Francisco and an associ ate of CSICOP.
The Nine ne towrk 's phones
ran hot and poor Derryn took
a bucketin g from psychicallyinclined me mbers of his radio
audience. We sceptics had
done a Trc. jan horse on the
true believt- rs and they may
never again dare to be a.-.
gullible .
Yet again we 've demon strated that the tawdriest. s illiest and most banal conjuring
·· 1 mr t this psyc hic and he tricks can convince too many
kne w I was going to Sydney to people a med ioc re magician is
see Fred before I e ven told a magus or e vPr a messiah .
hm1 .. In the deep wa ters of This res ults in the most sin ispsychi c belief. th e t1sh will bite ter form of psychic surge ry ,
at an ythi ng . Moreove r. they wh e re people allow themsel ves
fo rm qu eue s t o climb on t he to be lobotomised of logic.
hoo k.
Remember that Ge ller fin T he desire ot people t o be - ished up claiming to be a n
lieve in the para normal is both emissary from o uter space , t he
pa l hetic a nd poign ant
ambassador of a s uperior civil ~
(I '\·e got a small collecti on of \S allon a fe w hght years away.
ra re reco rdin irs : t hP voices of Re me mber how Jim J ones
F1ofl'nce used tawdry conjuring tricks
S ta li n .
Ga ndh i.
Ni ght inga le. Alfred Lo rd T e n - to con vince h is congregation
n yson . S ir Art hur S ullivan . he w as T he S aviour. lead ing
and Sarah Bern- t hem into the G arden of Eden
Le ni n
hard t T hough you h ear her t hat became t h eir gra veyard . ,
t h roug h a fn~ nt surfa.ce noisr
All in a ll. a h ighly s uccess fu l
h rr 1>e r fo rma ncf' 1s e lec t ri fy- hoax t hat. ma y ha ve hex rd thr
llll( . a soa ri n jl". im pass tnn ed sopsyc hi c parasite s who sn
li loquy wh ic h c h 1!ts t h(' Spin ('
ln gcn1o us ly pra.ctisr the a rt of
Hrrnh ard t wa.s. by all a.c- IE-vitat mg t he walleLc; of t hf' in <'Ounts. one ol tht ni {'l re for- noce n t. an d th e a1l1njl" .
midablr and bn llrnnt 1,1,; omrn
T ll a nk you Bnt. thank yo u
Ye t Harry Hou d1111 tl'll s a sad Dr rryn. t ha n k you Bob

Impassioned
soliloquy
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BAY AREA SKEPTICS INFORMATION SHEET
Bay Area Skeptics i.s the first local chapt,er of
The Committ.ee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims qf the Pararwrrnal (CS/COP) ·
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AUSTRALIA IN UPROAR
OVER STEINER HOAX!
By Michael McCarthy
CLIMAXING A MONTH-LONG visit to Australia,
Bay Area Skeptics Chair Robert Steiner went on
national television to unmask himself as a fake psychic
who had dazzled the nation and disturbed the psychic
community.
The trip was arranged by The Australian Skeptics,
like BAS a local chapter of th e Committee for Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal. The
purpose was to pose Steiner, a well known U. S.
debunker of the paranormal , as "Steve Terbot ," a
flamboyant Bay Area psychic, to test the gullibility or
healthy skepticism of Australia. Alas , gullibility won
hands down.
In a phone call to BASIS just before press time,
Steiner summarized some highlights from his trip . The
July issue of BASIS will be devoted to fuller reports,
including more clippings (see elsewhere in this issue)
from the Steiner trip.
Arriving at the beginn ing of May, Steiner made
news appearing on national TV doing magic tricks. He
publically laid claim to the $100,000 prize posted by
Australian Skeptics head Dick Smith to anyone
demonstrating psychic powers under properly controll ed conditions, and asserted that he would win the
prize on national TV. Tonight With Bert Newton , the
Australian version of Johnny Carson , invited " Steve"
on for the assault on the $100,000 prize. In a
preliminary appearance, Steiner did magic tricks and
readings in the audience, which went over so well
(Bob had the audi ence chee ring wildly) that his
originally scheduled 5 minutes was extended to 25
minutes of prime time on THE top-rated Australian TV
show. Steiner then appeared at Melbourne University
and at theatres, held press conferences and generally
took advantage of the publicity generated.
A week later, Steiner again went on the Tonight
With Bert Newton show, ostensibly to demonstrate his
wildly-believed psychic abilities and claim his
$120,000 in prizes. Instead, he unveiled " Steve Terbot, psychic" as Bob Steiner, skeptic. (Host Newton
was aware of the hoax; he is himself a skeptic, as is ,
incidentally, our own Johnny Carson.)
Between his arrival and his revelation, Steiner
titillated the media and rocked the psychic establishment with his grandiose claims and magic tricks. People , report Steiner, " were running after me on the
streets, wishing me luck.' ' At public appearances
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Steiner was offered money to do private read ings . "I
could have made $10,000 in a week,'' Steiner marvels.
More publicity came when two other national media
figures had added $20,000 to the psychic challenge.
Steiner's public appearances were free of admission,
an unusual action for a psychic which " Steve Terbot"
explained away by insisting that he would win the
$120,000 prize total th e following week. While this
endeared Steve Terbot to the believing public, it left
the practicing psychics bemused, since none had been
able to figure out a way to grab the prize for
themselves. As a result, ''they didn't know what to
make of me. They know they're frauds , but here I appear to be going thro ugh on a real test!"
Belief in Steve Terbot was widespread, and the
shod when Stein er revealed himself was great,
es pecially since it. was accomp lished on the top-rated
show on Au stralian TV. In his unmasking , Steiner
chided th e public for being so gullible as to not only accept him at his word that he was psychic, but to be
eager to shove mon ey at him on th e strength of
sophisticated magic t ricks . Ironically , magicians from
all ove r Australia rallied against Steve Terbot , calling
the radio, TV and press to warn against Steve Terbot's
parlour tricks , exp laining th e frauds Steiner was accomplishing, telling them what to watch fo r. ''The
magicians were wonderful , just great 1 They deserv e a
lot of cred it for trying to warn the public against me .' '
Reaction to the hoax was mixed , as would be expected : many believers are angry -- not at being
fooled, mind you , but at having the fraud revealed.
Had Ste iner never told the t ruth, they would have
continued in their blissful ignorance, victims to every
trickster with a well-honed act. Practicing psychics
were furious, according to Steiner.
Steiner also appeared several times on the top-rated
morning TV show, equivalent. to the U.S. " Today "
show, and on th e top -rated national radio show, as
well as being interviewed by numerous papers and
magazines, both before and after being revealed . A
series of lectures titled "Bob Steiner, alias Steve
Terbot: How People are Fooled By Psychics, plus demonstration and ex pose of psychic surgery " will co nclude his tour before ret urning.
It's been an exciting month for Australi an Skeptics,
who funded Steiner's trip: he arri ved , a virtual
unknown, manufactured a personality, got national
attention and got the whole co untry buzzing about
Steve Terbot: cheering for him , hating him , but
nobody suspecting a hoax . Steiner concludes: "Before
you pay mon ey to a psychic, remember Steve Terbot;
remember that he could and did do the same things.
What would make you think that this person could
really do it if Steve Terbot could do it as a trick. ''

reprinted with permission from
the Bay Area Skeptics.
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS

FINANCIAL STATEMENT PERIOD
INCOME

1/1/83

TO

31/12/83

Subscriptions to "The Skeptic"
Sales (B9oks, Periodicals, Back Issues)
Donations
Sundries
Bank Balance at 31/12/83

$2,486.00
1,382.06
1,255.20
70000
5,193.26
4.27
5,197.53

========
EXPENDITURE

Purchases (Stationery, Office Material)
Postage
Printing "The Skeptic"
Periodicals for sale
Library
Sundries
Bank Balance at 31/12/83

925.20
473.30
1,145.25
438.82
58.19
442.96
3,483.72
1,713.81
5,197.53

========

ASSETS

Cash in Bank at 31/12/83
Transfers for Books Ordered (Prometheus Book£, USA)

Stock for Sale (cost price)
"The Skeptical Inquirer"
Index to "The Skeptical Inquirer"
Back Issues of "The Skeptic" 1981/82/83

Library
Stapling Machine (depr. value)

l,73la81
444.03
2,157.84

423.50
13000
426.50
863.00
264.97
27 • 08
3,312.89

I

========
LIABILITIES

Subscriptions prepaid for 1984
Book orders prepaid
Provision for Postage

1,024.00
621.64
80.00
1,725.64

========

No comparative figures with last year are given here, because the last
Financial Statement covered a11 18 months period rather than one year, as the
prtsent and future ones. For details, refer to the March, 1983, issue of
"The Skeptic".
JOE RUBINSTEIN, Treasurer.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL) SOCIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL STUDIES OF THE ANOMALY
by Mark Moravec
PERCIPIENT
It appears that ever since mankind
has kept verbal or written records, he
has reported unusual experiences that
have fascinated or terrified him. Early
folklore refers to the manifestations
of the gods and the unusual abilities
of shamans and healers. Modern accounts
refer to phenomena that have come to be
known as UFOs, poltergeists, near-death
healings,
psychic
experiences,
religious visions ad so on.
responded to these
People have
in
phenomena
anomalous
of
claims
ready
from
ranging
ways,
diverse
of
intervention
the
in
believers
psychic or extraterrestrial forces, to
and
ridicule
to
those who resort
the
of
assassination
character
percipients. Faced with such extreme
responses, both the person reporting
the experience (if he or she dares to
report it in the first place), and the
of these
who hear
public
general
and
confused
left
often
are
claims,
what
knowing
not
bewildered,
is
explanation
or
interpretation
relevant.
What is the nature and causes of
anomalous phenomena? Is it merely a
case of misidentifications of natural
ps1chological
hoaxes,
phenomena,
created
pseudo-mysteries
disturbance,
gullible
a
by unscrupulous writers and
tendency to believe in the miraculous?
Or are there important new discoveries
to be made about phenomena and forces
gone
previously
have
which
unrecognised? We can speculate for as
long as we like, but we don't know the
answers until we make the effort to
these
evaluate
and
investigate
phenomena in an unbiased, scientific
manner. In fact, it could be argued
that science has a responsibility, to
both the anomaly percipient and the
public at large, to look behind the
rumours and myths and to elucidate the
explanations for these phenomena.
Why Study the Anomaly Percipient?
anomaly
the
define
can
We
percipient as a person who reports the
an unusual, currently
perception of
the
study
Why
unexplained, event.
anomaly percipient? There are several
reasons.

Firstly, despite occasional claims
anomaly
the
physical evidence,
of
main source of
our
is
percipient
anomalous phenomena.
on
information
Hence the percipient should be a major
object of our study o
Secondly, there is the issue of
How reliable are
reliability.
data
their
of
ac c ounts
percipients'
an
entails
This
experiences?
and
strengths
the
of
examination
weaknesses of witness perception and
reporting. We also need to evaluate
whether we are dealing with an average,
a
versus
person
adjusted
well
psychologically disturbed person. Also
is a
reliability
data
related to
of the suitability of
consideration
various investigation techniques. Which
most
to the
lead
techniques will
reliable data?
psychological,
Thirdly,
and medical studies of
sociological
to
lead
may
percipients
anomaly
and
causes
the
of
discoveries
anomalous experiences.
parameters of
psychological
are
example,
For
processes such as altered states of
consciousness involved? Do individual
and cultural beliefs have any effect on
certain
Do
accounts?
witnesses'
er
accompany
sJates
physiological
initiate such exper·iences?
Percipient Studies Project
The author has initiated a project
the human factors involved
research
to
in reported anomalous experiences. The
Percipient Studies Project (PSP) will
examine the psychological, sociological
anomalous
of
aspects
medical
and
experiences. The overall aims of the
our
increase
to
are
project
anomalous
both
of
u,derstanding
phenomena and of human experience and
behaviour in general.
To achieve this, the percipient
involve
to
plans
Project
Studies
other
and
scientists
behuvioural
interested researchers in the in-depth
reporting
individuals
of
study
anomalous experiences, the comparison
and
percipients
of
groups
of
non-percipients, and any other studies
deemed relevanto
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There is a wide range of topics
researched
could
by
be
which
behavioural and medical scientists. For
example:

Reliability of
percipient testimony.
What are the strengths and weaknesses
of witness perception and reporting?
Can
some
parts
of
a
report be
considered generally more reliable than
other
parts
(e,g, descriptions
of
appearance versus feelings?)
Percipient
background.
Are
there
characteristics or background factors
which distinguish anomaly percipients
from
normal
populations
(e .• g.
personality, family dynamics, history
of "psychic" experiences, EEG patterns,
hypnotic susceptibility, socio-economic
factors,
psychopathology)?
Or
do
anomaly percipients come from a wide
range of normal personality and social
groups?
Percipient-investigator
interactions
(methodology).
What
are
the
most
effective
and objective interviewing
techniques? What are~ the uses
and
limitations of hypnotic age regression
techniques?
What psychological tests
and
medical
examination
procedures
would give the most useful information
on the percipient and
his
or her
psychological
and
physiological
reactions?
Subjective characteristics of anomalous
experiences.
What feelings did
the
experience engender in the percipient
during and after the experience? What
interpretation did the percipient place
on his or her experience? What meaning
do the
experiences
hold
for
the
percipient?
Consequences of anomalous experiences.
How great
an impact
do
anomalous
experiences have on the percipient? Do
the experiences change the percipients'
beliefs and lifestyles, and if so, in
what direction and to what extent? Can
the
experience
lead
to
profound
psychological or psysiological changes
(e.g.
personality change,
religious
conversion, tissue injury)?
Social impact Do anomalous experiences
change societies in any way? What is
the nature and influence of cults and
movemets which may form around anumaly
percipients?
Cultural beliefs. What beliefs about
anomalous phenomena are held within a
society? Do different societies contain
certain different beliefs, and if so
why?
What impact does a
society's
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beliefs have on the anomaly percipient?
The nature of anomalous experiences.
Are
certain
psychological processes
involved in the production of anomalous
experiences
(e.g.
autohypnosis,
hypnagogic imagery or
various other
altered states of consciousness)? Can
some
phenomena
be
interpreted
as
examples of modern-day folklore? Can
the experiences be explained in terms
of psychology and sociology, or are
paranormal factors involved?
How You Can Help?

(1) IDEAS. If you have any thoughts on
testing procedures, research designs or
topics for research, I would be pleased
to hear your ideas.
(2) PARTICIPATION AS A RESEARCHER OR
CONSULTANTo In order to carry out the
primary task of an in-depth study of
anomaly
percipients,
appropriate
psychological
and
medical
testing
procedures
need
to
be identified,
administered and interpreted. Thus I
invite
appropriately
qualified
psychologists,
psychiatrists, medical
doctors and hypnotherapists to become
involved
in
the
project.
This
involvement could range from a purely
advisory
role
to
in-the-field
interviewing
and
testing
of
percipients.
(3) CASES. If you know of any people
who claim
to
have
had
anomalous
experiences, I would be interested in
learning details of their accounts. I
am particularly interested
in cases
involving
UFOs,
poltergeists,
apparitions
and
out-of-body
experiences;
and
especially
where
profound
psychological
and/or
physiological reactions have occurred.
(4) PUBLISHED PAPERS. The scientific
literature often contains informative
articles
on
topics
relevant
to
percipient
studies, e.go
eyewitness
testimony, hypnosis, altered states of
consciousness,
hallucinations,
individual and social beliefs. Pi~ase
feel free to send me citation details
of any such relevant articles that may
come to your attention.
The findings
of the Percipient
Studies Project will be disseminated as
research progresses.

For Further Information
Contact the author: Mark L Moravec, 26
Minnamurra Place, Pymble NSW 2073
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expert who
! PSYCHIC: To the psychic
takes i11 the most people with the least
amount of talent.
Kevin
Arnett, who
once
again
appeared on the Don Lane Show with a
panel of psychics
to
predict
the
outcome of the 1982 Melbourne
Cup.
After
the previous roasting by the
Skeptics for
their abysmal failure,
Lane sounded very nervous, and Doris
Stokes (on the telephone) sounded so
ill that Bert Newton remarked "I think
she must have crossed over".
The predictions f$opped again. Not
one of the psychics' first choices so
much as ran a place. When pressed for
an explanation, Arnett lamented "After
all they're only human beings".

I
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APRIL FOOLS DAY 1984

To celebrate April Fools Day this
year, the Skeptics presented the Bent
Spoon Awards. These awards, also known
as the "Uris" in honour of Uri Geller,
apply to the perpetrators of paranormal
claims relevant to Australia from 1
April 1982 (the date of the previous
awards)
to 1 April 1984. Thanks are
extended to James Randi who originated
the award.
A list of nominations prepared by
the Skeptics is set out below. The
judge, Mr Derryn Hinch, selected
a
winner in each of the four categories
as well as an overall winner.

I

As Derryn commented, there was no
shortage in this year's list of the
psychic/religious mumbo-jumbo. However
the overall winner, Dennis Hassell was
not really threatened by the
other
candidates.
He can turn water into wine. He
can
make people see rays of light
coming from their finger tips. He can
dematerialise himself so that people
can
see right through him. And as
Derryn commented - its a pity that more
people can't.

"New
Idea",
article on 3/9/83
have ESP and can
simple exercises.

I CATEGORY

Gary Wiseman, for explaining in
"People" (June '83) that his prediction
that Malcolm Fraser would step down due
to
flagging
health
came
true
"indirectly".

~WINNER~

~ RUNNER-UP~

Dennis Hassell

Media

Tom Wards "Australiar Post"

John Pinkney "PEOPLE"

Government

Telecom Australia

Joh Bjelke-Petersen

Academic

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

"UFO Research Australia"
Newsletter

OVERALL

DENNIS HASSELL

r
!MEDIA2 To the magazine or journalist
that publishes the
most
outrageous
claims
of
the
paranormal
without
critical examination.
"Sunday
Times",
for
reporting
(16/1/83) that a Western
Australian
couple contact "Manu" of the Planet
"Tc.u Ceti" telepathically every day.

for an
anonymous
claiming that we all
develop it by some

"Australasian
Post",
for
continuing abysmal
predictions.
Tom
Wards predicted on June 23rd 1982 that
a Federal election would be held in the
next eight weeks
(it wasn't)o Also that
Neville
Wran
would
enter
Federal
Parliam%nt, Labor MP Bill
Landeryou
would be the Federal Labor Minister,
that Joh Bjelke-Petersen would retire
and
that
Labour
would
win
in
Queensland.
Wards's 1983 predictions
(January 6) were even worse:· His "third
eye" foresaw spyscandals bringing down
the British government, Prince Charles
in a boating accident, Alice Springs
hit by food poisoning, a ship sinking
near Hobart, and snow in Melbourne in
June.

I
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The Sydney "Sun", for publishing a
20-question "Psychic Quotient" test on
1/9/83.
The Sydney "Daily Mirror",
whose front page headlines
screamed
"Believe
it or not ••. SYDNEY AIRPORT
TRACKS UFOs". When the Department of
Aviation later reported that the blip
was found to be the result of two radar
systems interfering, hardly a squeak
was heard from the media.

AUSTRALIAN
SKEPTICS
«BENT SPOONS» AWARDS-

Tom Wards who on Radio 3GL on
Melbourne
Cup
day, complained that
Arnett had not invi4ed him to join the
psychic panel on the Lane Show. Not
content with naming one or two horses
as forseen winners, clairvoyant Wa2ds
gave a list of five horses. Not one of
them so much as ran a place.

Dennis Hassell,
for allowing a
Melbourne
audience
to
convince
themselves that his face was changing,
an aura was appearing around him and
his a2m disappearing,
using
simple
lighting effects. For seeing about 50
peopie a week for psychic healing in
Perth. Also for the quote "If you take
away
spiritual
happenings from the
Bible you are only left with rape,
murder and genealogical tables."
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John Pinkney,
for reporting in
"Pix-people" that a painting in the
Cairns Library in Queensland "seems to
move in its frame". Also for stating
(Pix-People
17 /10/82)
that
"Many
scientists now believe that telepathy
is an ability we are all born with".

Martin Collins of the "Australian"
for stating
that
the
negative ion
generators prevented migraines, colds,
hay fever and hangovers while admitting
"An
appalling
grasp
upon
matters
scientific prevents your correspo~~:~~
providing a proper technical r u n d ~
(of the machine).

t

"People"
magazine,
for
the
greatest quantity of psychic garbage.
John
Pinkney
reported
people
in
Queensland
and
Perth telepathically
talking to UFO's, and a Perth schoolboy
fighting ugly aliens from a huge green
and white cone. Further, a Melbourne
film
producer's house
was
hit by
mysterious fires until exorcist Kerry
Kulkens removed a mask of a New Guinea
fire god! Pinkney also reported holy
..1111

Members of the Bent Spoon Committee were Ian Bryce (Chairperson),
Philip McKerracher and Ross Dimsey.
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water curing oral herpes, and suggested
tPat homosexuals may have belonged to
the opposite sex in a previous life.

,,.

GOVERNMENT

INVOLVEMENT

IN

THE

PARANORMAL
Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen, for
continued suOport of "cancer therapist"
Milan Brych. Following the conviction
in Los Angeles of Brych on 12 counts of
dangerous medical malpractice and fraud
(June '83) Joh described the decision
as a pity and one that people who were
alive
today
because
of
Brych's
treatment
would
find
difficult to
understand.
Telecom Australia, who runs two
dial-a-horoscope recorded
information
services, listed along with legitimate
services for news, weather and boating
safety.
We
wonder
whether Telecom
Research Laboratories, who maintain the
precision of the time service, also
quarantee
the
accuracy
of
the
astrological
predictions.
Telecom's
staff magazine normally describes work
and leisure pursuits of its employees.
The October 1983 issue featured their
astrologer Pamela Rowe, who "gained a
Diploma in Cosmobiology in 1977" and
has a "fascination for research into
astrclogy and kidney disease".
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The
Maharishi
Mahesh
Yogi
(ex-spiritualist to the Beatles) and
his International University in Iowa,
U.SoA. The "Maharishi Technology of the
Unified
Field" is
based on
bogus
quantum
physics:
"the
continuous
effervescence
of
topological
fluctuations" and "the unified field is
wide awake within its own nature." The
Maharishi is advertising a meditation
session in Sydney for late April, which
is so effective that "only the square
root of one per cent of the population
of the country
is sufficient to
fully waken national consciousness". A
sample formula from his "Vedic License"
is as follows

Stan Deyo, self styled "research
physicist", and John Schuessler, NASA
engineer turned UFO fanatic. In a joint
Australian lecture series, Deyo claimed
he had discovered UFO propulsion by
"antigravity",
"non-uniform
inertial
shifts" and "anti-vector current", but
that such discoveries are concealed by
a
conspiracy.
Schuessler
described
classical UFO incidents in the US but
omitted official investigation results.
Barry
Setterfield,
amateur
astronomer
turned
creationist,
who
contrived a mathematical curve to fit
early measurements of the
speed of
light, which shows the universe began
in the year 4040 BC, coincident with

,,.ACADEMIC OR BOGUS SCIENCE
The
Australia"
- - - -"UFO
- - - -Research
-Newsletter
According to writer John Prytz, there
is substantial evid%nce to suggest that
aborigines were
visited by
ancient
astronauts. One of his main sources is
Mr
Roland
Robinson,
one-time
hors%breaker,
ballet
dancer,
opera
singer,
jockey,
fettler,
swaggie,
station
hand,
and
now
"one
of
Australia's authorities on Aborig!nal
legends". The validity of aboriginal
legends
is
established by accurate
descriptions of the vegetation of the
Permian period ••• but both Robinson and
Prytz
are unaware that the Permian
period ended 200 million years ago, and
Man did not arrive until 197 million
years later!

published
in a
long
and detailed
scientific
paper.
The
Skeptics'
physicist
was
able
to devise
an
alternative
mathematical curve which
fitted the scanty measurements equally
well, and which shows that in fact the
universe was created in the year 431
AD!
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ASTROLOGY AND RELIGION
by Dr A.G.Wheeler
You have probably noticed quite a
number of fish around.The ones that I
mean are the highly stylised outlines
that
you
can see
on car
bumper
stickers,lapel badges, etc. This is the
current fashion among Christians.
The use of the fish to represent
Christianity goes back to soon after
the
death
of
Christ
when
the
persecution of these early Christians
required them to show some restraint in
advertising their faith. However, they
still wanted to be able to identify
each ot~er as a form of mutual support,
hence the display of the fish symbol.
The usual explanation
for
the
choice of the fish is that the initial
letters of a phrase that epitomised
Christian thinking (Jesus Christ, the
son of God) spelt in Greek the word
"fish" (Ichthus).
This explanation is fair enough,
and is not normally questioned. There
is, however, an alternative. First we
shall digress.
From the E2.rth, the Sun's apparent
course during the year is sinusoidal.
During the northward part
of
this
cycle, the
time at which
the sun
appears to cross the celestial equator,
is the vernal equinox, usually the 20th
March. This and the autumnal equinox
are the only two days of the year when
the lengths of the day and night are
equal.
As
the
sun
moves
on
this
sinusoidal path it makes one complete
circuit against the background of the
stars each year. This background was
divided by
the priests of
ancient
Sumeria into the 12 equal signs of the
zodiac, according to the constellations
near the celestial equator. Each sign
was described as ruling the period of
the year when the sun was apparently
within that sign of the zodiac.
At this biblical time the vernal
equinox occurred while the sun was in
the zodiacal sign of Taurus. And since
the vernal equinox was very important
(what with spring beginning the new
agricultural year and the
equinoxes
being easier to time accurately than
the solstices), the astrological year
began with Taurus. And all things being
equal, the vernal equinox should occur
at the same longitude on the celestial

equator and time each year.
However, the Moon pulls on . the
Earth's equatorial
bulge
with
the
result
that
the
Earth's axis
of
rotation is disturbed, and the north
celestial pole apparently describes a
circle against the fixed stars.
One result of this is that each
year the
Sun's
apparent
northward
crossing of the celestial equator, the
vernal equinox, occurs a little more to
the west and a little earlier than the
previous year. This continual advance
is known as the precession
of the
equinoxes, and it takes 25,780 years
(approximately) for the complete cycle,
with the Sun in each of the zod~acal
signs for about 2150 years .
When
the
Greeks
took
over
astrology in a big way the Sun was in
the zodiacal sign of Aries at the time
of
the
vernal equinox,
and
they
therefore
began their zodiacal year
with Aries.
Since
then
astrology
has
fossilised, and while a few purists
keep
their art
up to
date
most
astrologists have continued to start
their zodiacal year with Aries.
(If
you'd like to check, just look at any
horoscope summary.)
This is, of course, wrong because
the
equinoxes
have
continued
to
precess. About
100 B.C.
the Sun's
position at the time of the vernal
equinox moved across the border into
the zodiacal sign of Pisces. This is,
in case you didn't know, the sign of
the fish, which brings us back to where
we started.
The coincidence of this transition
to Pisces at the time of Christ and the
adoption of the sign of the fish by the
Christians
seems
to
me
to
be
significant. Especially as I suspect
that
the early
Christians were as
knowledgeable about astrology as they
were about Greek, and the precession of
the vernal equinox from one sign to
another is a very major event. Why
shouldn't they try to link the life of
their Christ with the birth of a new
zodiacal era?
This
is certainly
the
modern
philosophy
as espoused in the very
popular rock musical "Hair"'s opening
song: The Dawning
of
the
Age of
Aquarius.
continued on page 23
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BELIEVE~ TO DISBELIEVE OR TO INVESTIGATE?

On what basis should we approach
claims of the paranormal? If we look at
the history of the paranormal, we find
that there has been a very wide range
of responses.
Consider
the
people
involved. There is the percipient who
reports
his or her experience, who
makes a pronouncement on the case, the
mass media that circulates the story,
and
the general public that adopts
certain attitudes towards the reported
phenomena. All have made judgments and
statements which are often
mutually
contradictory and which have formed the
controversy
that we
know
as
the
paranormal.
Examine any
particular type of
alleged paranormal phenomenon
be it
ESP,
UFOs,
ancient
astronauts
or
astrology. If there is one thing in
common between them it is the emotional
responses, the conflicting pro and con
beliefs, that have been generated. It
seems that many people find it hard to
be
objective
when confronted
with
paranormal
claims.
Instead,
the
phenomenon
appears
to
act
as
a
Rorschach
inkblot that reflects the
individual's beliefs.
What are some of the beliefs that
the paranormal
have arisen
out of
is the best
controversy, and
what
in
evaluating
approach
to
take
paranormal claims?
The True Believer
I've been convinced for a long time
that flying saucers are interplanetary.
We are being watched by beings from
outer space. - Albert M Chop
The
basic purpose
behind all
UFO
phenomenon today is to prepare for the
coming of Antichrist, and the setting
up of World domination under the Devil.
- Arthur Bedle
One
polarity
of
response
to
oaranormal claims is to readily believe
in the claims even if there is very
little
supportive evidence
offered.
With the more extreme responses, this
attitude
can
be
described
as
gullibility.
Let us take the example of UFO
phenomena. UFOs are important because a
significant proportion of the public
believes that they exist. Gallop polls
conducted over a 12-year period asked

by Mark Moravec
national samples of
adult Americans
whether UFOs are "something real or
just peoples' imagination". Of the 93
to 96% who had heard or read about
UFOs, an increasing proportion thought
that they were real: 46% in 1966; 54%
in 1973 and 57% in 1978 (Swift, 1980).
There are dozens
of hypotheses
about the nature of UFOs including the
hypotheses of
misidentifications
of
mundane
phenomena,
natural
earth
phenomena along the lines of earthquake
lights
or
ball
lightning,
hallucinations during altered states of
consciousness, secret
weapons,
time
travellers, etc. Yet the vast majority
of people
automatically equate UFOs
with alien spaceships. Thus in many
countries there exists a cultural myth
that we are being visited by spacecraft
from another planet. Yet to date there
exists
no physical
evidence
which
unequivocally
supports
the
extraterrestrial hypothesis. The will
to believe
is
stronger
than
the
evidence that exists.
The
belief
in extraterrestrial
UFOs reaches its most extreme form in
the
case
of
the
"contactees"
individuals
who
claim
to
have
communicated with UFO entities a.nd/or
been temporarily taken on board the
"spaceships". The strength of this will
to believe
is
demonstrated
by an
American
UFO
cult
documented
by
sociologists
Festinger, Riecken
and
Schacter (1964).
The members of the cult believed
they would be saved from a predicted
natural disaster by being picked up by
flying
saucers
(neither
of
which
eventuated).
Several
of
the
cult
members quit their jobs several weeks
before the predicted disaster. One of
the highly educated in the movement, a
local professor, was to say: "I've had
to go a long way. I've 9iven up just
nbout everything. I've cut every tie.
I've burned every bridge. I've turned
my back on the world. I can't afford to
doubt. I have to believe. And there
isn't another truth •••• This is a tough
time but we know that the boys upstairs
are taking care of us."
The practice of taking paranormal
claims at face value, and believing in
them irrespective of whether or not
there is any evidence to support them,
is unfortunately quite prevalent. Need
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I remind you of the thousands of people
who
believe
that
extraterrestrials
constructed the pyramids and started
off the human race; that the positions
of the planets determine the good or
bad fortune of the next 24 hours; and
that one way of keeping razor blades
sharp is by putting them under a model
pyramid.
The True Disbeliever
What can we add here to such an
affidavit? All the reflections which it
suggests will present themselves to the
philosophical reader in reading this
authentic attestation of an obviously
wrong fact, or a phenomenon physically
impossible.
- P Bertholon, 18th century physicist
on meteorites.
The tendency
towards
emotional
over-reaction and implacable belief is
not limited to those that
propound
paranormal claims. Some critics of the
paranormal
can
behave
just
as
irrationally.
Whilst
the
"tnie
believer"
readily
accepts
any
outrageous
paranormal
claim
irrespective of the evidence, the "true
disbeliever" just as fervently denies
any paranormal claim irrespective of
the
evidence.
The
debunker's
"disbelief" turns out to be merely a
strongly held belief in the opposite
polarity.
It appears that in practice there
two kinds of skeptics. The true skeptic
avoids taking up a belief. Instead, he
or she critically evaluates the pro and
con arguments (and their
associated
sets
of
evidence)
with
equal
scepticism. In contrast, the debunker
has a preset
attitude against
the
existence of paranormal phenomena. He
or she will not accept any data or
evidence contrary to his or her own
view, irrespective of the merits of the
evidence •.
Ah, you
say,
but
there
are
leaitimate reasons why sceptics adopt
an
attitude
of
disbelief
towards
paranormal claims, even to the extent
of not bothering to investigate such
claims.
The
most readily available
information about the paranormal is in
the
form
of
sensationalist
and
inaccurate tabloid newspaper stories,
hardly the stuff of scientific data.
Scientists are limited by finite time
and funds in the subjects that they can
research. The phenomena appear to be
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elusive and thus difficult to study.
Perhaps these are valid points.
Yet
they
are
matched,
if
not
outweighed, by
other
non-scientific
considerations that also arise.
For
example, the individual scientist might
be ridiculed by his peers if he dared
to spend time researching controversial
claims. He or she might have to change
some long-cherished views on the nature
of reality if some paranormal claims
turned out to be true (see accompanying
article on "anomaly anxiety"). All of
which might be convenient; but it's
hardly scientific!
Just as the true believers have
come out with some howlers over the
years, so have the debunkers come out
with their own
particular bran~ of
nonsense. In earlier times, European
scientists refused to even consider the
possibility of rocks falling from the
sky
(i.e.
meteorites).
A
British
astronomer royal
opined that "space
travel is utter bilge".
More recently we have the example
of the amazing "Star baby" fiasco. Here
we have a situation where some of the
leading lights of the anti-paranormal
movement,
namely the
chairman
and
certain
cou~cil
members
of
the
Committee
for
the
Scientific
Investigation
of
Claims
of
the
Paranormal,
USA,
attacked
the
pro-astrology
research
findings
of
French scientist Michel Gauquelin, yet
used false statistical reasoning and
the insinuation of hoaxing in their
criticism.
Well
maybe that's okay,
after all even skeptics are human and
can make mistakes.
But
the
truly
dismaying
aspect was the
skeptics'
repetition of their false counterclaims
over a period of years
and
their
attempted cover-up of the whole affair.
See the article of Kamman (1982) for
the most neutral account of this sorry
saga of dogmatic belief triumphing over
open-minded research.
The true believers and the true
disbelievers have more in common than
some might wish to admit.
Searching for Answers
believe
To doubt everything
or to
everything are two equally convenient
with
the
solutions;
both dispense
necessity of reflection.
- Jules Henri Poincare
Occurrences
which,
according
to
received theories, ought not to happen,
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are the facts which
new discoveries.

serve as

clues to

- Sir John Herschel
we have looked at the polarised
emotional reactions that people tend to
take when faced with claims of the
paranormal. But where does that leave
our evaluation of paranormal claims?
What should we do?
There is only one way that will
get anywhere in our search for the
correct answers. And that is to take a
suspending
true scientific approach,
neither
beliefs,
personal
all
automatically accepting nor rejecting
any claims, until a full, comprehensive
investigation has been completed. It is
scientific investigation, not belief or
the
get us
will
that
disbelief,
answers.
anomalous
People keep reporting
experiences. The data is there if we
are willing to look at it. Let us hope
that there exist some scientists who
courageous
and
objective
are both
some of
solving
at
try
a
have
to
enough
these persistent mysteries.
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A CRITICISM OF MORAVEC's
"TO BELi EVE

II
I

I

I

by James Gerrand
Because Mark Moravec"s approach to
the paranormal is not what I understand
the
one of
scientific
to be the
Australian Skeptics (and of our parent
this
body), I, as Secretary, write
than
rather
refute
directly
to
reply
next
the
for
months
await the four
issue of "the Skeptic".
Mark gives a good and interesting
but necessarily short appreciation of
the "true believers" in the paranormal
when
is scientifically unsound
but
and
disbelievers"
"true
describing the
answers".
for
in his "searching
his
in
wrong
Mark is
Where
the
of
neglect
his
is
approach
scientific
the
of
fundamentals
approach. The purpose of science is to
tell with some confidence the future. A
scientific truth is established when on
it is found to have some
its use
reliability. The proof of a scientific
pudding is in its eating.
If after some one hundred years
there has been no scientific evidence
paranormal
that anyone has eaten a
for
reasonable
is
then it
pudding
the
practical scientists to consider
prospects of the existence of such a
pudding is very slight. And so most
scientists end up in the category of
the
in
disbelievers"
Mark's "true
paranormal because of this lack of any
proof combined with the implausibility
paranormal
existence of a
the
of
transcending the normal, not obeying
the laws of science.
truth of a
or
And the proof
the
on
not dependent
is
pudding
the
personal authority of who made
does not rely on the
pudding. One
authority of Newton when using the laws
of motion but on the experience that
they work, they can foretell the future
of a cannon ball.
Mark makes much of the fact that
in
some scientists have been wrong
their conclusions, that some have been
disbelievers in meteorites, in space
the
disputed
CSICOP
that
travel,
astrological claims of the Gauquelins.
Meteorites are now 2.ccepted as having
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fallen from the sky because of the
weight of evidence not because of who
has made or or who has decried claims.
Space
travel
is now
very much a
reality.
The
rejection
of
its
possibility by an eminent astronomer
was I
suggest
not
on
scientific
implausibility but
on his lack
of
understanding
of
engineering
possibilities.
As regards astrology there
has
still to be advanced any evidence other
than
what
the
Gauquelins
have
submitted. The latter have not made any
further claims. Scientists must remain
"true
disbelievers"
in
astrology
because of the combination of the lack
of
any objective evidence
and its
scientific implausibility.
I agree with Mark that a person
may face ridicule if putting a view or
submitting evidence that runs counter
to the accepted including scientific
understanding of the day. I recall the
reputation
of
a
pilot
colleague
suffered when he claimed he had seen
and photographed a UFO. However now
that people generally are more aware
how readily we can be deceived then
such personal ridicule is less likely.
Mark
in
his
"searching
for
answers"
to
the
claims
for
the
paranormal places his hope on their
being some
objective and courageous
scientists.
The experience
of
the
Australian Skeptics and its parent body
CSICOP tells us
that
as well
as
scientific objectivity we need the help
of those whose business is to deceive the magicians - and whose profession is
to
understand
how
we can
become
deceived - the psychologists.

SUBSCRIBERS WANTED
Spread "The Skeptic" message and
also help keep the subsription low by
asking
your
friends
to
become
subscribers.
$ 8·00 for the four 1984 issues.
Send Name, Address and cheque to The
Secretary, GPO
Box 1555P, Melbourne
Victoria 3001.
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MERMAIDS
In
an earlier issue
of
"The
Skeptic" mention was made of a report
by
the
International
Society
of
Cryptozoology of
Mermaids.
Mr Erik
Beckjord of Seattle has investigated
these claims and
we asked
him to
comment.
Mr Beckjord heads his own
cryptozoological
group and has been
active for years in the search for
Bigfooto Br Beckjord reports:
"I
read
in
the journal
of
the
International Society of Cryptozoology
that
an
anthropologist
has
been
collecting tales of mermaids in the
area of New Ireland, Papua New Guinea.
This group is located in Tuscan, and is
not affiliated with our
grnup, the
National
Cryptozoological
Society
(Seattle).
Recently, I arranged to get to PNG
with the help of some media people, and
I spent two wonderful weeks there, in
search of what had been happening. In
brief,
I
found
through
diligent
research,
that while
yes,
mermaid
reports were being made by natives,
that none had been captured in reality,
nor eaten as some had claimed.
The problem lay in the word "RI""
used in some villages to mean mermaid,
also means dugong, a sea mammal, to
other villages. I found many reports of
sea serpents, some made by Englishmen,
as well as natives, and of little men
of the forest, Tamborans. However I was
not able to find any physical evidence
of either, nor of the mermaidso
To give the ISC justice, they went
back after I left, and did spot several
times a very speedy fish-like thing
that had no dorsal fin, but did have
flukes rather than fins or a fish-like
tail fin. They felt that this was not a
dugong, similar to the manatee, and not
a shark or similar fish. Their reports
of this creature match no known local
creature,
and
they
are
puzzled.
Furthermore,
to
complicate
things
further, some villagers also call this
creature a "RI".
In short, mermaids are not yet
fully proven in New Guinea. But perhaps
a new sea creature may in time be
identified as a result."
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AMERICAN ADVERTISEMENTS
by Dr AG Wheeler
The other day my wife bought an
American
magazine
on
hairstyles.
Innocuous enough you might think but
you would be surprised. The magazine's
articles
are
fine
but
the
advertisements make the most astounding
claims.
To
give
you
a
fair
representation
of
the
advertising
content I have reviewed all the major
advertisements.
We
start
with
the
least
controversial - a full page of wigs and
a $100 beauty kit offered for $lo
You
too
can
have
"thicker,
healthier looking hair" and "smoother,
more youthful looking skin" ••• "in just
seven
days".
This
promise
is
elaborated, but the method
is only
described as "a natural, scientifically
formulated supplement tablet and plan".
It
seems
that not only
"doctors,
scientists and nutritionists, but some
of the world's leading beauty experts"
have recommended the components of the
plan.
A "100% protein and vitamin B"
conditioner offers "thicker, stronger,
longer hair in just 5 to 7 days". It
seems that a few drops daily "nourishes
every strand".
On the other hand a do-it-yourself
electrolysis unit is
guaranteed
to
remove unwanted hair for ever"
How
about
"guaranteed
larger
breasts ••• "? And "a sexier figure in 30
days". Now this treatment is so good
that "scientists are saying that this
method may one day replace surgery for
breast enlargement". What the method
involves I'm not too sure, except that
it requires the learning of some parts
of a book by
Craig Stratton
"The
bio-imagery
method
of
breast
enlargement and waist reduction"o
(For
those not too keen on reading, the bits
that need to be learnt can be supplied
on tape.) As for whether the method
works
or
not,
have
no
fears:
"clinically
tested
and
proven
by
research
scientists
and
medical
doctors", and the young lady pictured
in
the advertisement
has
a
most
attractive smile!
Helene ("a normal married office
girl")
tells us how "my kid brother
gave me this terrific bust line"o The
secret is the cream, and while Helene

didn't reveal its ingredients she will
"personally see to it that your supply
of
Formalon
is
shipped
to
you
immediately".
Another busty ad. offers a "round
sexy bosom" by rubbing
in a cream
containing oestrogens
10,000 units
worth no less, whatever a "unit" is. It
works while you sleep to create that
welcoming smile.
We also have the "fastest weight
loss method in today's medical world",
at the rate of "one pound loss every
eight hours, 10 pounds in two days"!
"One pill every morning will quickly
wash the fat down the drain. o • "
Another
capsule
promises
to
"shrink millions of fat cells the first
24 hours; melt off up to 10 pounds in 4
days; burn away up to 16 pounds the
first
week"
etc. Don't worry, the
pill/capsule is clinically proven, and
works by "your internal fat burning
engine
is turned on. a .and keeps on
churning
and
churning"
thereby
"lowering
your
level
of
calorie
consumption".
Another
weight
loss
scheme
features
"the
new
scientific
breakthrough
from
Japan"
Tayushi
dietary granules. Sprinkle the stuff on
your food and the "fat evacuating, fat
cell
shrinking"
regime,
works
incredibly fast by ensuring that "the
foods you eat no longer turn to fat"o
So
effective is this
scheme
that
readers are
admonished to
eat "an
absolute minimum of 3, preferably 4,
times a day - even if you may not want
to
or you may become too thin, too
fast"!
Remember all those pounds we've
just lost? Well now we can "gain up to
5, 10, 15, pounds"
without
drugs,
medicines or exercise
just
"take
delicious,
chewable,
nutritionally
fortified Gain tablets" before meals o
And in case vanity is not sufficient
incentive, we are reminded
that "a
famous medical journal reports on a
recent government-controlled study that
"proved that being underweight is as
injurious to health and longevity as
being overweight".
Then
we
have the addition of
"shapely
curves at ankles,
calves,
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knees, thighs, hips!" to skinny legs.
It seems to be a "tested and proven
method" of exercises" revealed by Henry
Milchstein, MoSo, R.P.T., President of
the
Metropolitan
School
of
Physiotherapy" o
For
those
with
the
reverse
problem, we have an ad. for "heavy
legs". Exactly the same ad. as before,
by the same people, only the key words
and illustrations have been changed.
Seems to
be a treatment
for
all
seasons.
Then we have the old perennial:
complexion problems o But now "Peel away
blackheads!
Peel
away
complexion
problems" using a "doctor developed,
doctor tested" mask that you apply,
wait, and peel off, taking all your
problems with it.
For those in later life Smythe's
Formula WRX/3 will make you look 15
years younger, instantly!!!"
We move back to the relatively
mundane
"Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Sex"
("to see is to understand")o. It
seems
that
the
"200
enlightening
pictures" will "flood
your marriage
with exciting new variety".
We're near the end of the magazine
now, and the really powerful stuff! How
about
"the
astonishing
power
of
Automatic Mind Command" - "how to make
others secretly do your bidding"! The
book describes the system, "The miracle
of psycho-command power", is by Scott
Read,
"a
master
researcher,
metaphysician and psychic advisor"o It
seems
that reading the
book isn't
necessary to start since all you need
to do is open the package, lift the
book's front cover and let the secret
feed
itself
into
your
mind
automatically" o
The testimonials are
alluring and the promises extravagant.
Alternatively, how do you fancy
"the
magic
power
of
witchcraft"?
Because the same people that bring you
automatic mind control also offer "a
life of unbelievable riches, lasting
love and constant protection" through
their
book
on
witchcraft.
The
temptations are even more outrageous
(cast
spells,
telepathy,
influence
others, finding lovers, perfect mates,
dominate
others,
money,
be
irresistible, find lost objects, luck,
etc.,) though the cost is the same "
Also, witchcraft offers healing, seeing
the future, time and space travel. And
if
you're
not persuaded yet,
the
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qualifications of the senior
author
should convince you: Archbishop of the
Church of Wicca, Marshal of the gold
star
of
England and a past
vice
president and director of international
operations
for
major
aerospace
companies. His wife and co-author is a
bishop of the same church o
A third
string
to
the
same
company's bow is a book (for the same
price) by Robert A Ferguson: author,
lecturer,
psychic telemetry teacher,
consultant and television psychic. The
promises
are
the
by-now
familiar
financial and medical miracles, power
over others, love and magic to bring
knowledge,
protect
from
evil
and
display the future " And if all that
isn't enough, page 204
promises to
reveal the secret of cosmic dust!
Remember that all this was offered
in an American hairstyle magazine. The
mind boggles at what we might find if
we went actively looking for paranormal
claims. And under the weight of such
material the 'average' reader must be
left with a distorted view of what is
true and what is not, especially as
presumably this type of
advertising
permeates
other
general
magazines a
Hence the need for skeptics to reveal
the substantial from the rubbish so
that we may return to the days when we
could believe what we read in printo
from page 17

The
'age of
Aquarius' is the
period during which the Sun will be in
the zodiacal sign of Aquarius at each
vernal equinox. And the 'dawning' is
the movement of the Sun's position at
this time across the border between
Pisces into Aquarius.
This event is due in the year
2,050, and a few of us alive now should
manage to live long enough to see it.
As for what the dawning of the age of
Aquarius will bring to mankind (a new
major religion? peace and harmony on
Earth?), no doubt the futurologists,
astrologers and song writers will be
selling us their views. I suspect that
without
their
reminders, the event
would pass unnoticed with no effect at
all.
And as to which is the correct
origin of the adoption of the sign by
the early Christians, most will believe
that the Ichthus theory is correct as
astrology is an anathema
to modern
Christians.
Whether early
Christian
ideology was so pure is another matter.
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IT'S A BIRD IT'S A PLANE
IT'S A

TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION
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by Lynne Kelly

May
21st, 1983, and
the
UFO
sightings from the Bendigo area are
receiving great coverage. It is easy to
understand the theory that the lights
in the sky are visitors from another
realm, but not quite so clear when the
RAAF
mention
some
obscure
meteorological
phenomena
and
the
explanation is then based on some other
obscure aspect of physics. And let's
face it, how newsworthy are Year 11
standard physics theories? Here is an
outline of those theories which may
lead to a much more plausible, if a
little less dramatic, explanation of
the observed lights.

be reflected back from the interface.
This happens if the angle of incidence
is greater than a given angle. This
theory is more
clearly
represented
mathematically.
(diagram 1)
Every media
has
a
refractive
index, which is a number greater than 1
(the value for a vacuum) and typically
about
3 for dense, but transparent
media. The
mathematical relationship
which
describes
the
bending ,
or
refraction of a beam of
light
in
passing from one medium to another is
gi ven by Snell's law:-

Total Internal Reflection
Firstly for some Physics theory.
There are
three
properties of the
behavior of light to be considered.
Firstly, in a single medium,
light
appears to travel in straight lines,
and
our
brains,
assuming
simple
conditions, assumes the light to have
done so. But if light is reflected of a
changes
it
obvious1y
boundary,
direction. This change obeys the Law of
Reflection, that is that the angle of
incidence is equal to the angle of
reflection.
There is also the phenomena of
refraction, that is the
bending of
light as it passes from one medium to
another. This is the
cause of the
distortions we observe when looking at
our toes wiggling at the end of the
bathtub. No one doubts that our toes
are in fact attached to our feet, and
we all accept that the distortions so
caused are merely an optical illusion.
When
light passes from a more
dense medium to a less dense one, it is
in fact possible for all the light to

where n is the refractive index of
the incident media,
2
n is the refractive index of
the receiving media,
@1 is the angle of incidence and
2
@ is the angle of refraction.
Consider the situations:- Dia gram 2
Thus it can be seen that for light
hitting the
boundary at any
angle
greater than the critical angle for the
two media
used, the light will be
reflected back from the surface.
So for any light which is passing
from a more dense to a less dense
medium, the light will be reflected
back from the interface if the angle is
greater than the critical angle. This
is not so fantastic a concept. Everyone
who has opened their eyes at the bottom
of a still swimming pool will noti c e
that they can see a reflection of the
bottom of the pool on the top of the
water, if they look at the surface at
an angle of greater
than about 50
degrees o Also they can see out of the
pool, by looking up at an angle of less
than that.

.
n 1 sin

@l

.
c, 2
= n 2 sine

1

/
reflec t ed
@2

i n cident
REFL ECTI ON

reflec t ed
in ciden t

r

mediur:1 2

medi um 1
REFRACTION
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Applying Snell's Law for this pool
case, we have n 2 , the refractive index
for air, being 1.0, while for water n 1
2
0
being about 1.3, and@
is 90, the
critical angle,@1, is given by:
1
1. 3 x sin @ = 1. 0 x sin 90
sin@ = 1.0 x
1.0

I 1.3
sin@
and@

=
=

0.77
0
50.3

Hence,
by looking up
at
the
surface of the water at greater than 50
degrees will allow a reflection to be
seen of the bottom of the pool due to
the
phenomena
of
total
internal
reflection. Now we are in need of some
meteorological enlightenment.
Temperature Inversion
The earth's surface is surrounded
by
an
atmosphere
in
which
the
temperature
usually
decreases
with
increased height above the ground. As
this is the usual case, we accept the
usual distortions of the sun and moon,
and assume that this is always the
state of the atmosphere. Frequently,
however, layers are present in
the
atmosphere
in which the reverse is
true, that is the cooler layers are
nearer
to the earth's surface. The
cooler layers are also more dense.
This can occur due to a number of
reasons.
Hot air, being less dense
tends to rise, so air movements are
layers.
A
to cooler
from
warmer
cause
an
can
temperature inversion
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inversion layer in which the layer acts
as a lid on upward warm air movements,
the
lower layer
being cooler, and
therefore cannot rise into the warmer
layers above. This is common in autumn,
and can be seen as a line of pollution
if this occurs above a city. Otherwise
it is quite possible for the layer to
be invisible, as it is really just a
density change in the already invisible
air.
The bureau of meteorology may
indicate such a condition by putting
out a warning requesting the restraint
on the burning off of incinerators due
to increasing pollution trapped by the
inversion layer. Above the inversion
layer
is
clear,
and
warm,
thus
increasing the effect, until a weather
change, such as winds or rain destroy
the layer.
Combining To Achieve a Sighting
The
effects
of a
temperature
inversion on the
lights
which are
incident on it are complicated, and
involve
the
solving
of
involved
differential
equations,
if
the
phenomenurn is to be fully analysed. The
first
reference quoted contains the
mathematical
derivations.
It
is
sufficient here to simplify the effect
to a description, with a diagramatic
explanation, which clearly shows how
the images appear.
diagram 3

84:S 0

90°
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7he CLJrvafur-e t.S due
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w,lh1n k tyer.

'llCJder,f

It#

beam

from a cliifonl source.

This
diagram
is
obviously
exaggerated,
as
the
mathematical
derivation will indicate that an angle
of only a few degrees to the horizontal
is involved. In the diagram, a circular
light beam is incident on the boundary
of a temperature inversion layer at an
angle
equal
to
or exceeding
the
critical
angle
for
the
density
differential
involved.
There is an
effect due to the interference of the
incident and reflected wavefronts. If
the refracting
layer is thick with

respect to the incident
light beam
(that is R is greater than A)
then
sudden brightening can occur near the
upper boundary of the refracting layer,
if the angle of incidence is close to
the
critical
angle.
(Detailed
in
Reference 1, pp 636-637).
The
conclusion
is
that
the
following situation could occur:Driving along a road one evening, an
still Autumn day, and there in the sky
- a lighto

mvers,on la er

1/Jhl

?he
So<.Jrce i.J reflecf eel
hack,al lhe ,:.iver&,on lqy~
t( #.e. 1i1udenl aY}9le iJ'

fl.s -Ifie ct:tr moves loward -l>e

lfJhf Source , if sees -11-,e. Sburce.
1
"
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As we continue the light moves with us,
shimmering,
bright,
entrancing.
Suddenly the light disappears What are
we to conclude?
lo A UFO, newsworthy, exciting, keeps
us in dinner conversation for weeks
2. A total internal reflection at an
inversion
layer
interface,
which
shimmers due to
the nature of the
layer, and an image which disappears

when we get within
Dull!

the

critical angle!

0

0

The Bendigo Sightings
The Bendigo sightings were widely
reported
from
20/5/83 to
23/5/83,
filling
columns
of
newspapers and
minutes of electronic media time with
reports of unexplainable lights in the
sky. The sightings, as described in the
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newspaper
cuttings
examined
mainly
involved
descriptions
of
flashing
coloured lights. The explanation that
maybe the lights from the ground were
reflected
back
was
rejected
in
articles, on the grounds that there
were no clouds to reflect the light. It
was in fact, a clear sky. This is,
however,
consistent
with
a
total
internal reflection
effect
from an
inversion layer. It is interesting to
note that none of the 20 light aircraft
in the sky over Bendigo saw any of the
lights. This is consistent with the
reflection theory
given.
Naturally,
reflections do not show up on radar
screens, and none were recorded in this
case.
The RAAF report also includes the
meteorological evidence for the nights
in question. At Bendigo the weather was
fine, still,
cool
and
clear. The
official recordings for the nights were
taken at Adelaide and Laverton include
the fact that there was significant low
level
temperature
inversions.
By
inference, it would be likely that the
same conditions occurred widely over
Victoria at the time.
Some other reports, in the "Sun",
26/5/83, included lights close to the
horizon, like a star, but red, yellow,
green and white, and moving. And so
further varying reports entered
the
arena.
The
RAAF
investigated
these
reports,
and
concluded
that
the
sightings were
due
to "atmospheric
conditions". This was reported a little
less conspicuously in a few papers, for
example
in the "Age",
3/6/83, and
"Mc3.il",
Castlemaine,
7/6/83.
The
articles were not widely read, nor did
they give a full coverage to the RAAF
conclusions.
The
initial
sightings
could
be simply
a
result of the
phenomema discussed earlier in
this
article.
The RAAF report by Flt Lt
B.
Biddington concluded that the earlier
sightings were of the description given
earlier, probably due
to the total
internal
reflection
phenomena.
As
publicity continued sightings due to
other causes arose. These included a
film
by channel
7
cameraman,
L.
Bowie,of which the RAAF ventured the
opinion that it was a star, CANOPUS,
the details of position and appearance
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being in
agreement. Sightings which
were consistent with the position of
Venus,
were
also
reported.
Other
sightings were close to the horizon,
and described
as involving changing
coloured lights. these are consistent
with a scintillation effect, which is
another whole story!
Conclusion
Obviously it is not possible to
draw definite conclusions as to the
true cause of the UFO/ UFI (unidentifie d
flying image) seen over Bendigo in May,
1983, but of the possible explanations
the effects
due
to
a temperature
inversion is consistent, logical and
within the known scientific realm. The
explanation based on UFO' s fits no.1e of
these conditions, but definitely has
the one advantage of being far more
dramatic and therefore newsworthy.
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THE

NEXT

CSICOP CONFERENCE
The
next
conference
of
the
Committee
for
the
Scientific
Investigation
of
Claims
of
the
Paranormal (CSICOP), of which we are
the Australian section, will be held on
November
9
&
10th
at
Standford
University in California. If you are
planning to be in California at that
time and can attend please let us know.
If you are the sole Australian Skeptic
attending we may be able to assist with
costs.
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IARTICLES
IOF NOTE
BOOKLIST No 2

ACROSS

DOWN

1 . Nino and Kev believe in 6
across . (3 , 7)
4 . Although I am abominable . (4)
6 . Low flying , sugary alien
transports? (8)
9 . Land of terrible lies . (4)
1 2. Mysterious influence on royal
togs. (9)
13 . Put it back in the tree' (2)
15. Or a conservative love song?
(8)
1 7 . Incorporating a South
American indian . (4)
1 9 . The old ruler of Pakistan
cricket . (4)
20 . Army dips into old buildings .
(8)
22 . Put it at first as a symbol. (2)
23 . I could live with a mossy ibis .
(9)
26 . Mashed peas in church . (4)
27 . Uplifting Jewish gallery. (8)
29 . There was something about
Laura when she stopped being a
novice . (4)
30 . Acidic level gave direction to
negative fellows , but Albert is fantastic . (10)

1 . When worlds collide to reveal
Vikky 's l,)ve . ( 10)
2. Neon and carbon are not
elsewhere classified . (1-1-1)
3 . Pupils are surrounded by a
new science? (9)
5 . Heard that I would listen to a
plan . (4)
7 . Part of the last rally for a
mystical projection. (6)
8 . Nol hot but! (3)
1 0 . Old Nick sits badly with his
followers . (9)
11 . I heard that a third one would
be most insightful . (3)
1 2 . Mother tells fibs after a letter
full of inconsistencies . (9)
1 4 . The usual sky-diver is still
unusual. (10)
16 . Hunger causes a twit to be
consumed in a particle . (9)
18. Miss Farrow's mother is in a
mess . (6)
21 . Money for drugs . ( 1- 1- 1)
24 . Give mother a direction to go
west . (3)
25 . Mother of God incarnate. (4)
28 . Give a direction on time. (3)

reprinted with permission . from "Laboratory
News".
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Enclosed with this issue of "the
Skeptic" are two copies of our second
book list with new titles, some only
just released in the u.s.A.
One copy is for your own use and
the second for your local library. You
can redress the balance of real science
to pseudo science by going to your
local
librarian,
pointing out
the
number of pseudo-science books in the
library, and suggesting they place an
order with us.
If you have not received a copy of
our first booklist, or the list of back
issues of 'Skeptical
Inquirer'
just
send us an SA.E and these will be sent
by return mail.
Our treasurer, Joe Rubinstein, now
has a number of books in stock, and can
provide details for those who wish on
w(03)544 1888.

COMMITTEE
Phil McKerracher, a member of the
National Committee, has left Australia
to experience overseas living for a few
years. His departure has left a vacancy
on our national committee and Victorian
volunteers should write to us. We are
looking for people prepared to actively
participate on the national committee
of the Australian Skeptics, including
assisting, collating
and dispatching
"the Skeptic", attending meetings of
"believer" organisations
as welJ.\ as
helping to
plan
projects such
as
"Project Hook".
If you are not a Victorian and
would like to
be
on
your
State
committee, please also let us know and
we will inform your State committee of
your
interest. We now have
active
committees in every mainland state and
the ACT.
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Investigatio n of Claims of the Pa ra no rm a l. Address: Box 1555 P. GPO Melbourne 3001 .

